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Chapter 6

From Making Things to  
Making Things Happen:

Vinyl, Digital Media and the  
Practice of Deejaying.

So what’s so beautiful about people going wild?
Yeah [smiles]. That’s just beautiful, that’s like you... (…) The magic touch, the 
magic thing, you can really have that with music, and then people will sud-
denly do something they normally wouldn’t do. And that’s simply releasing the 
energy they have inside them, and just dance, and yeah... so beautiful! [AF]78

But another ridiculous example is that once at an underground party here in 
Utrecht a group of guys were doing some circle pit, mosh pit-like dance silli-
ness. And three meters away a girl was giving her boyfriend a lap dance. To the 
same song, at the same moment. Well, if you’re deejaying there, that’s such a 
rush, that’s crazy. It doesn’t mesh with each other and that free aspect, that’s also 
what I really like about it. [Tom]

78: The original transcripted Dutch text for citations taken from DJ interviews can be found in appendix C, 
sorted by page number.
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Introduction

This chapter is about the collective ecstasy and euphoria that can arise during a 
dance party; the situation where everybody dances and no one worries about how they look  
anymore. Or, more accurately, this chapter is about the DJ as someone who is crucial to the 
creation of such an experience. The DJ is someone who can create euphoria. He does not 
create it in isolation, nor does he create it ex nihilo, and creating euphoria is by no means 
the only thing a DJ does, but nonetheless, for virtually all the DJs I have interviewed for this 
chapter, creating the best possible atmosphere seems to be essential to the practice of playing 
at parties.

If enthusiasm for enlivening a crowd is something the DJs I spoke to generally have 
in common, this is not because they are similar kinds of DJs. In fact, this chapter begins as 
a comparison between a three particular sub-groups of DJs, which I have called ‘conserva-
tionist’, ‘contemporist’, and ‘intermediate’ DJs. The conservationist group distinguishes itself 
by sticking to older pop music and record player technology. The contemporist group uses 
contemporary technologies to mix contemporary dance tracks together, and the intermediate 
group shares features of both groups. As I will show below, within the corpus of academic 
publications on deejaying, which is small as it is, conservationist and retro DJs are omitted 
entirely.

This chapter proposes an explanation for this group’s relative invisibility. The  
explanation may be found, I will argue, in the pervasive influence of the commercial theory 
of appropriate credit, and in the emphasis it places on the role of the creator. If we understand 
DJs as would-be creators, then the craft of the conservationist DJ indeed seems less than 
interesting. If on the other hand we want to appreciate the DJ as a DJ, we need to stick with 
the piecemeal approach I introduced in the first chapter. And that means giving attention to 
the particularities of the cultural practice of deejaying.

In what follows I will briefly introduce the sample of DJs I have interviewed. I will 
then explain why conservationist DJs are a neglected group and why contemporist DJs are 
awarded a higher status. Next, I will discuss why record player technology is still attractive to 
conservationist DJs. Finally, I will try to describe what might be central to understanding the 
DJ as a DJ, starting from a range of phenomena which virtually all DJs referred to and gave 
central importance.

The DJs interviewed

For this chapter, I have conducted semi-structured interviews with nineteen DJs. 
Although it is impossible to categorize these DJs into types that are separated by strict bound-
aries, my heuristic point of departure has been to compare DJs who have a preference for 
gramophone technology and older music with DJs who prefer contemporary technology and 
music. About eight of the DJs interviewed can be categorized as ‘conservationist’. I have cho-
sen this term to emphasize their special engagement with gramophone technology and/or 
older popular music. A desire to preserve elements from the musical past plays a role in their 
DJ activities. Another eight DJs are, or were, more or less contemporary oriented in their 
choice of technology and music. They are a very mixed bag, which has made it impossible to 
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find a familiar term that is applicable to all of them. Therefore, I prefer to call them ‘contempo-
rist’. Three more DJs switch fluidly between analogue records and digital technology, between 
contemporary and older music, and between mixing and playing songs back-to-back. I will 
refer to these as ‘intermediate’ DJs.

But, as I said above, the boundaries are blurry. For example, most conservationist DJs 
use vinyl, and most contemporists do not, but the distinction is not precise. DJ Blue Flamingo 
plays 78 R.P.M. records, which are made of bakelite. DJ Peter Smit has played vinyl, yet I cate-
gorized him as contemporist because he classifies as a mix DJ, a Dance DJ, and a DJ-producer. 
Contemporist DJ TLM plays vinyl, but in his case vinyl is not an analogue medium, but a  
digital one. He uses the Serato Scratch Live system, in which vinyl records containing a time 
code instead of music are used to interface with music stored digitally on a computer. In 
similar ways, other criteria for distinguishing between conservationists and contemporists 
fall short: Mix DJs versus non-mix DJs, DJ-producers versus ‘pure’ DJs, users of analogue 
technology versus users of digital technology, et cetera. Even the distinction between retro 
DJs and players of contemporary music is troublesome.

This blurriness, however, is not a problem in the context of my research project. It 
is an aspect of the investigated phenomenon. Anyone who attempts to create a typological 
map of the practice of deejaying is bound to find that the map will in the end exist mostly of 
shades of gray. Living practices are hard to compartmentalize, and it would be a shame not 
to acknowledge the richness and diversity of this practice. However, if this is so, does it still 
make sense to talk about conservationist DJs as an existing phenomenon? I believe it does, 
but the phenomenon only comes to the fore when different criteria are superimposed. What 
is interesting about the conservationist DJ is that certain characteristics blend: Using analogue 
turntables, refraining from mixing and producing, actively collecting records, playing older 
popular music which is sometimes at risk of being forgotten, and having a sense that these 
records or the music recorded, or both, deserve to be preserved and heard in public.

What gives the notion of the conservationist some reality is the fact that such charac-
teristics seem to have a way of clustering together. In the ‘archetypical’ conservationist DJ all 
the elements mentioned and more coincide; he is a record collector who thinks it important to 
introduce other people to the music he collects, for their enjoyment and for the sake of music. 
In a less ‘archetypical’ conservationist DJ most elements are present, but some are absent. The 
notion of a contemporist DJ, meanwhile, is merely a convenient shorthand to designate in a 
single word the diverse group of DJs that are preoccupied with the new rather than the old.

The previous two chapters discussed cassette technology and digital mixing techno-
logy, whereas this chapter adds gramophone technology. The heuristic starting point of this 
investigation, a comparison between DJs who use phonographic technology and DJs who use 
digital technologies, is well suited to get the media specificity of phonographic technology into 
focus. As stated above, however, it will quickly become apparent that the similarities between 
conservationist and contemporist DJs are actually more interesting than the differences.

The DJs I interviewed were overwhelmingly highly educated and all male. These biases 
are in all probability not due to the method of sampling. Deejaying, at least in Holland, does 
seem to be practiced primarily by highly educated people, and it is certainly a male dominated 
practice. On the thirteenth of May 2009, for example, DJ Lizzy Ocean was the highest ranking 
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woman on TheDJList, a website providing a ranking of (commercially) successful DJs, where 
she appeared at number 118.79 

All of the DJs I have interviewed are party DJs, although not always exclusively so. For 
example, several DJs produce as well. Furthermore, Cornelis Prul and TLM are also radio 
DJs, and TLM has additionally performed as a turntablist with a band. ‘Vinylogist’ Berry van 
Diepen organizes music quizzes in pubs. Despite these differences, however, the nineteen DJs 
in my sample have in common that a central part of their job consists of filling up a dance 
floor, whether at a venue or a pub or at a private party, and generating a good atmosphere.

DJs in the academic literature, and beyond

Looking at books and articles on deejaying, one finds a pattern to which I would like 
to draw attention, because I believe it to be more interesting than it may initially seem. The 
pattern is that turntablism gets most attention, followed by dance deejaying, whilst atten-
tion for traditional DJs who play songs back-to-back is marginal. Thus, although histories 
of deejaying mention traditional DJs, whether with a cursory glance (Brewster & Broughton 
2000) or more in-depth (Poschardt 1998), they treat these practices as early stages of ‘today’s’ 
DJ-culture, and make turntablists and mix DJs the protagonists of the story.

Studies that interpret the cultural practice of turntablism from a cultural analytical 
point of view are rather few (Kihm 2002, Snapper 2004, Katz 2004, Shiu 2007, Miyakawa 
2007, Fairchild 2008, Clay 2009). Nonetheless, they considerably outnumber similar studies 
on dance DJs (Langlois 1992, Fikentscher 1999), while such studies on the traditional DJ do 
not even appear to exist. The conservationist DJ seems, in this regard, to fall into an uninves-
tigated no man’s land between the contemporist DJ and the record collector, who is also the 
topic of various studies (E.g. Eisenberg 1987, Shuker 2004, Davis 2007).

At least two explanations can be given for this state of affairs. The first will only be 
mentioned briefly here, because it is the result of academic tendencies of which cultural 
scholars are well aware. Cultural analysis tends to contribute to the emancipation of minority 
groups, mostly by bringing to light hidden presuppositions in everyday culture which work 
to keep existing power structures in place. In this vein, turntablism has been used as a lens to 
focus on issues in black and Asian American culture (Snapper 2004, Shiu 2007).

The second explanation that can be given for the relative invisibility of conservationist 
and retro-deejaying, however, is in my opinion the result of a blind spot in much of the aca-
demic discourse until now. Studies on deejaying tend to aggrandize the creativity and agency 
of DJs. To be sure, these are important topics, which certainly deserve discussion. However, 
these studies often implicitly make creativity and agency, understood as intervention in the 
musical material, the standard for what is worthy of praise and enthusiasm. In other words, 
they tacitly assume that what a DJ does is more valuable the more it resembles an act of 
creation.

I would argue that such scholars’s arguments fall prey to a normalized view of music 
creation according to which an artist, whether in the act of songwriting or performing, 
encodes immaterial value (meaning, emotion, soul) into a piece of music such that a listener 

79: “Lizzy Ocean #118” TDJL http://www.thedjlist.com/djs/LIZZY_OCEAN/ Available 13-05-2009.
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can extract this value and have a worthwhile musical experience. As long as one thinks in 
terms of this commonsensical view, it is entirely logical to assume that being more like a 
creator makes a DJ eligible to more prestige and status. By implicitly subscribing to this view, 
however, one limits one’s chances of discovering what value the practice of the DJ holds if he 
is regarded as a DJ rather than as a more or less successful imitation of a traditional pop artist.

When measured by the standards of the creator, contemporist deejays score better 
than conservationist ones. Conservationist DJs generally play songs ‘back-to-back’, that is, 
one after the other, without manipulating them or mixing them together. Their creativity must 
therefore lie in selecting the songs that are played and the order in which they are played. 
Turntablists and dance DJs, however, go markedly further in manipulating the musical mate-
rial. Hip hop turntablists have explored the possibilities of the record player maximally, which 
has led to techniques such as scratching (rhythmically moving the record by hand, to create 
particular sound effects) and beat juggling (using two identical records to alter the overall 
form of a song, for example extending the bridge of this song indefinitely, see e.g. Kihm 2002, 
Katz 2004). In dance music, the craft of mixing two records together, so as to obscure the 
transition from one song to the next, became central (See e.g. Langlois 1992).

The relative amounts of scholarly attention devoted to turntablism, dance DJs, and 
conservationist DJs, then, are indicative of a status hierarchy between DJ practices. This hier-
archy remains mostly implicit, but it occasionally becomes easily detectable.

The majority of DJs – at weddings, parties, bars, rock clubs, and discotheques 
- “play” records in the most rudimentary sense of the word: slap them on the 
turntable one after the other. But in hip-hop and house, and in all the rave and 
club-based hybrids of those two black American musics, the DJ plays records 
in a different sense, one that’s closer to improvising on a musical instrument, or 
playing with a plastic, mutable substance. (Reynolds 1998: 271)

The key role in the house scene is that of the DJ. It is his own transformation 
from passive ‘record player’ to (virtual) musician that gives the house event its 
significance. (Langlois 1992: 230)

If academic literature uncritically conforms to the general exaggeration of the 
role of the creator in popular music culture, however, it is certainly not alone in doing so. 
Contemporary DJ culture is characterized by an ongoing convergence between the practices 
of the DJ and the dance producer. The DJ’s work as a producer, and thus as a bona fide creator, 
is winning prominence in relation to his work as a performer. There are several areas in which 
the consequences of this movement of convergence can be seen.

The increasing blurriness of the boundaries between deejaying and producing are  
easily visible, for example, in the realm of technological equipment. DJ equipment has  
developed along two lines, which I would like to call ‘remediation’ (following Bolter and 
Grusin 1999) and ‘convergence’. The remediation aspect refers to the return of typical record 
player features in newer technologies, so as to provide an instantly usable interface for DJs 
who have longstanding mixing skills. This remediation can be seen, for instance, in the 
Pioneer CDJ-1000, the CD player which is the contemporary standard at venues. On top, it 
has a circular black sheath of rubber, vaguely reminiscent of a gramophone record, known as 
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a jog wheel. The rubber sheath does not rotate by itself, but it is sensitive to the touch in such 
a way that clockwise or counterclockwise movement with a finger across the jog wheel will 
forward or, respectively, ‘rewind’ the CD.

Another example are time code vinyl systems or vinyl emulators such as Final Scratch, 
Serato Scratch Live, and Traktor Scratch - software systems which come with two special 
vinyl records and a decoder box. The records contain time code information which enables 
the software to determine precisely where the needle is and how it moves over the surface of 
the disk. This system enables a DJ to interface with music held digitally on file as if this music 
were actually on the record he manipulates. In other words, a DJ can mix and scratch with the 
MP3s on his laptop as if they were on a record.

The convergence aspect of contemporary DJ culture refers to the ongoing integration 
of deejaying and producing. An aspect of music production, in the sense of shaping the final 
sound of the music played, has been part of deejaying from its very origins in the Jamaican 
sound system, as I explained in the previous chapter. Since then, the possibilities for on-the-
fly musical intervention have developed. Contemporary mixers often feature a wide range of 
effects that are commonly used in the studio, such as delay, reverb, flanger, or phaser.

The trend of DJ-producer convergence shows itself most clearly, perhaps, in one of the 
most popular programs among DJs today: Ableton Live. This program is really a sequencer, 
the type of program producers use to record and edit their music. In fact, many dance produ-
cers also make their own compositions in Ableton. This program is easier to handle than, but 
not essentially different from, professional production tools like Cubase or Logic. Ableton 
Live offers the choice between an arrangement view for editing and a session view for live 
performance. In the latter, preexisting dance tracks held on digital file can easily be inserted 
as samples and they can be mixed together in real time. Ableton Live even has a function that 
analyzes the wave form of a track and finds the beat, which makes the process of synchroni-
zing the beats of two dance tracks easy.

Both producing and mixing, then, are made easier by Ableton, so that the threshold 
to assuming the double role of DJ and producer has become markedly lower. While most DJs 
generally welcome this development as a positive one, they also see negative consequences:

Ever since Ableton exists manipulating music is really child’s play. It used to 
be that you really had to practice very very hard and develop skills to be able 
to do it well. That’s not the case anymore. That’s also why there’s so much junk 
around. (…) That way it’s all deteriorated a bit and you have this typical Ableton 
Live sound. [MS]

Recently, Ableton and Serato have presented the first product of a collaboration 
between their companies which they announced in 2008. This product, called “The Bridge” 
is intended to blur the boundaries between deejaying and producing even more, as they 
write: “The Bridge spans the gap between music production and DJing, creating a natural link 
between Ableton Live and Serato Scratch Live.”80

The ongoing convergence between deejaying and producing does not only show in the 
technological tools DJs use, but also in how DJs advertise themselves in order to get booked as 

80: “The Bridge: The missing link between production and deejaying” Ableton: Products 
http://www.ableton.com/thebridge Available 06-05-2010.
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performers. Presently, venues book DJs mostly on the basis of their productions. In the past, it 
was common for DJs to record some of their mixes, and to send these around to venues as an 
indication of one’s music choice and mixing skills. This strategy has by now lost all effective-
ness. Venues consider the success of the productions of a DJ the best indicator for his ability to 
attract a crowd. There is something strange about this, however, because there is no guarantee 
that someone who is a good producer will also be a good party DJ.

There are many examples and sets I heard in clubs when I knew this is a really 
cool producer, I’d like to see this one live. And then he’d start to DJ and it would 
be really terrible. Of course, it’s a completely different, err... different element. 
[Jar]
 

This citation provides another illustration of the foregrounding of the aspect of  
creation that I showed in the academic literature. A DJs status as a producer is more or less 
automatically taken to prevail over his abilities as a performing DJ.

The way DJs are paid shows a similar preoccupation with their status as a creator. The 
law makes a distinction between DJ-producers and ‘mere’ DJs, as Charly Rhythm points out:

I once checked how it works with BTW [the Dutch version of VAT, B.J.]. Other 
DJs put six percent on their invoices whereas I put down nineteen. And it’s a 
bit of a gray area, but it turned out that if you make records, you can make it 
six percent. And if you just play records, then you provide a service, and it’s 
nineteen percent. So that’s the difference. In the one case you’re really an artist 
and in the other case you’re the provider of a service. [CR]
 

It is also worth noting, in this context, that the rise of superstar DJs has coincided with the rise 
of the DJ-producer. Whereas for a long time a DJ used to perform out of sight in a little room 
above the dance floor, contemporary star DJs such as DJ Tiësto and Armin van Buuren have 
all the personal visibility that used to be associated with rock stardom. Interestingly however, 
prolific DJs are also expected to have a formidable output in terms of production.

In other words, as the DJ has become more like a pop or rock artist, he has also become 
an official, bona fide creator. It is as if the rise in status of certain DJs requires legitimization; 
as if it is uncomfortable to cheer for someone who mixes songs together, but okay to cheer for 
someone who makes his own music, even if it does not actually happen at the moment the 
crowd is cheering. It is an instructive fact, in this light, that some of the most successful DJs 
use ‘ghost composers’.

It’s clear within the House scene, that there are really just a few people who 
make the songs. And that the rest still get to sign their names. “Hey, you’re good 
at making music, if I give you this amount of money I’ll put my name under it.” 
DJ Jean is arguably the simplest example. He has his music made by a studio of 
the Klubbheads. And at some points he will probably say something like “yeah, 
this sounds pretty good and maybe that would be better like that,” and that’s it. 
And then his new record is released. [HE]
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Someone like Tiësto, for instance, in the studio will sit besides someone who 
makes the music for him (…) Then they put his name on it, “Tiësto”, because 
then it’ll sell. And he just sits there to give directions. [KG]

This habit of mind, which assumes that only a bona fide creator can truly carry 
responsibility for the value of a musical experience, is obviously disadvantageous to tradi-
tional DJs who play songs back-to-back. The value of their practice is not judged on its own 
terms, but rather by its (lack of) resemblance to something it is not, namely musical creation. 
Less obviously, this view is not fair to DJ-producers either, because, however prolific they may 
be as producers, the value of their efforts as DJs cannot be appreciated within this perspec-
tive. In the remainder of this chapter, therefore, there are two points I want to argue. First, I 
want to describe the neglected practice of the conservationist DJ. Second, I want to try and 
answer the following question: What is the value of deejaying understood as a kind of cultural 
participation, instead of as a more or less successful imitation of composing or instrumental 
performing?

The charms of the gramophone record

The love for vinyl is by no means limited to the more conservationist DJs I interviewed. 
Only two DJs reported no special connection with the medium. On the question of the fate 
of analogue vinyl, however, the opinions differed. Most of the mix DJs treat the analogue 
record as a medium that is already antiquarian. In-between DJs and conservationist DJs tend 
to disagree. Vinyl-DJ Stephan even reports that a “vinyl virus” is spreading through his home 
town of Zwolle:

About eight years ago I really got caught by this, what do you call it, a virus, 
the vinyl virus. (…) And also in this little bar where I spend a lot of time, there 
all of us have this virus. (…) It started out in our hangout if you will, and it’s 
spreading slowly. Yeah, that’s really funny. More and more people are joining 
in. (…) In terms of audience, but also in terms of people who want to play. [Ste]
 

DJ Stephan believes that in ten or twenty years there will be more vinyl DJs than there are 
today. Although most DJs do not quite go so far, many are confident that at the least vinyl will 
outlive the CD:

Vinyl will be around longer! Vinyl has more of an intrinsic value than... A CD 
is a little disc. A record keeps on really being something. [AF]

The idea that the analogue record will outlive the CD makes sense. Not only can the 
CD not compete with newer media in the mass market in terms of price and direct availabi-
lity, but neither can it survive in a niche market based on the values of scarcity and materiality. 
The latter is the terrain of the gramophone record. LP’s and singles are objects to be treasured. 
Their tangible presence complements the intangible value they represent.
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When asked to describe the charm that the analogue record medium holds for them 
in their capacity as listeners or collectors, the first thing most DJs mention is the art work. It 
is often beautifully made, and, unlike the art work of a CD, it has substance.

Well, in any case, with a cover like that you can do a lot more. So you can do 
things you couldn’t with a CD. So Led Zeppelin III where you can spin it round, 
with this spirograph-like thing, that would be impossible. Sticky Fingers, with a 
zipper, that would be impossible. (…) Look at Yourself with a mirror like that, 
by Uriah Heap, that would be impossible with a... So yeah... So there are things 
you can do with a big sleeve. And it’s for a reason, Andy Warhol and the like, 
with those designs, those are simply pieces of art. And then with a CD sleeve... 
Well, it’s different. [Rien]

The materiality of the record plays a role in several different ways. Its fragility is dear to 
some DJs. This applies especially strongly to DJ Blue Flamingo and his collection of bakelite 
78 R.P.M. records:

What speaks to me is the vulnerability of the material. So you have to take enor-
mously good care of it and be really careful with it. A fellow collector once told 
me when I started with this: if you really get sick if that one record that mustn’t 
break does break, then you really should start collecting finger caps instead. 
Every once in a while that just happens, and precisely that one record which 
must not break, breaks anyway. I think back to a Dizzy Gillespie Monteca the 
first pressing, that I had it in my hands and it broke. It apparently already had a 
tiny crack in it or something. Those things just happen. [BF]

But collectors of vinyl, too, generally like the fact that a record is an object you have 
to treat carefully. It is as if the collector’s affinity with the music in question is underscored by 
the care that goes into the handling of its material carrier. For some DJs, imperfections that a 
record has acquired over time add to, rather than detract from, its value.

And the fact that the sound is not perfect, for example. People think that’s very 
much... Yeah, they recognize a value in that. (…) Maybe it’s the imperfection 
or something. There’s a charm to that, too. It’s music, too. Music shouldn’t be 
perfect. It lives, doesn’t it? Music lives. Vinyl lives. [Rien]

And several DJs comment on a certain mystery that the medium has for them, because 
of the contrast between the simple object that is the disc, and the intangible sounds it contains.

That music is trapped, within the record, but as soon as you play it it becomes 
something invisible again in a space. Music is one of the most intense, but also 
one of the most intangible art forms that exist. [BF]
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I have always been amazed at how that works, you know. A big black record like 
that with all those grooves in it. And then you put something on it and then 
sounds come from it. I thought that was something phenomenal. [Bgl]
 

Aside from the fact that a record gives a solid, material form to something as ephemeral as 
music, it also gives solid, material form to something as ephemeral as memory.

Of course it has to do with the crackling and that it’s so big and it has a  
beautiful sleeve, and for just about each record I can recall when I got it and 
how that happened and stuff. Yeah, that’s really about, yeah, just pure nostalgia. 
It’s just really about the thoughts behind it and such. Or that you’re at a party, 
that that needle skips, you know, and that all at once you’ve lost thirty second of 
a track, but that that happens because people are dancing so hard that it skips, 
you know. Well, that’s just beautiful. And all that connects you to something 
material. [Btf]

The fact that a record is a material item also makes it a personal possession in a way an 
intangible MP3 could never be. Consequently, it is a very personal slap in the face if someone 
else treats one’s records more carelessly than one would oneself. Charley Rhythm uses a per-
sonal coding system that he writes on the sleeves of his less valuable records.

For example on those ska-singles I would never do that, those are worth thirty, 
forty, fifty Euros a piece. And those got stuck somewhere and another DJ had 
them and he thought he’d never see me again. But I found out who had those 
singles, a small box. And he was a DJ, too, a vinyl DJ as well, and he’d written 
his code on them in white marker. Well, and when I got those back it really felt 
like a dog had pissed all over my leg or pissed all over my records. That’s what it 
felt like and it made me really angry. [CR]

The metaphor is a telling one; it underlines the fact that, by using his personal code, 
the other DJ marked the singles in question as his personal territory, and that he did so with 
animal-like lack of discrimination. Singles of this kind are material and rare and both factors 
contribute to the fact that they feel like very personal possessions. By contrast the sense of 
ownership which an easily copied MP3 file confers to someone who bought or otherwise 
downloaded it is much smaller.

Some DJs like the relative labor intensiveness of the turntable as well as the fact that it 
undermines any tendency to treat music as sonic wallpaper.

You see, a record, that just ‘goes’ and especially if you put on an LP, then you go 
through all the songs. Whereas with a CD-player you can really easily go skip 
skip skip. And that’s just the thing, that you listen to a record and that you... a 
record is something you take time for. [AF]

That, to me, makes a single, from beginning to end... if it’s done, also, nothing 
more happens. So at the start it begins and then after, it’s done.118 [BA]
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Besides material artifacts and media, old records are also remnants. They refer to the 
time in which they were produced. Like time capsules, they remained more or less the same 
while the world changed.

Because you’re aware it’s something that’s only been made in a limited time, 
just like stamps. They’re just big stamps, really. The sleeve looks pretty. It shows 
something of the character of an era. You can play it. To me it’s ten times more 
fun than collecting stamps, to me. [BvD]

In relation to this, a type of searching process is often involved in the acquisition of 
such records, which is in some ways reminiscent of archeology. The related metaphor of dig-
ging is sometimes used for the process. In English, of course, this metaphor has become part 
of hip hop parlance, where looking through records in stores is referred to as “crate digging” 
(See e.g. Miyakawa 2007).

Among lovers of vinyl the opinion is widespread that analogue gramophone records, 
when played on proper equipment, have a sonic fidelity which is superior to that of any digital 
medium. What is striking in the comments of all the DJs I talked to is the relative unimpor-
tance of sound quality as an argument in favor of vinyl. It is regularly referred to, but always 
as something which may be important for other gramophone lovers, but not for themselves. 
A few DJs do, however, like the ‘warmth’ of the specific sound of vinyl.

Well you see, in terms of sound vinyl will also always be different from a CD, of 
course. It simply has a somewhat warmer sound, you know. I mean, of course 
people can say that a CD has ‘better’ sound, but the warmth that vinyl has you 
won’t easily get out of a CD. [TLM]

It is important to note, however, that for the discussion above, I have treated the  
analogue record as a single medium, but this is actually a simplification. DJ Blue Flamingo, 
for instance, plays bakelite 78 R.P.M. records, which differ substantially from vinyl receords. 
Furthermore, for several DJs, a single (and the maxi-single for some) is a more valuable object 
than an LP. There are important distinctions to be made, then, within the category of the 
analogue record.

Yes, a single, that’s one song. So therefore one pearl. It represents one color and 
one feeling. At least, for me, an album, I will like that song or that song, but 
a single is really a thing unto itself. (…) And that makes the thing absolutely 
unique, because it’s one song on one small record, on one black little thing. (…) 
You can’t combine it the way you can burn several songs by an artist onto a CD, 
then listen to them, that’s not possible. You need a special machine to play it on, 
which many people don’t have anymore. And usually it’s the hit song from an 
album or an artist. So it’s a kind... it’s the prettiest girl in class, if you will... [BA]

To me it feels like if you have it on a single, you have it for real. [BvD]
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All the reasons for the appreciation of the analogue record listed above really apply 
to the DJ as a record collector. The overwhelming majority of the DJs I interviewed are not 
immune to the charms of the big black disk. However, this may be partly due to the method 
of sampling. When it comes to using records and the traditional turntable for deejaying, 
on the other hand, several contemporist DJs have good practical reasons to prefer digital 
technologies.

What I will reveal is that for the Balkanstets I put all the songs I’d collected 
on vinyl on CD also. Purely for ease of playing, so that you can respond more 
quickly. What’s more, I drink while playing and then after three hours or so 
vinyl can get tricky. And CD’s are just much more convenient. [Tom]

Yet for most interviewees, the element of hands on manipulation, the directness of the 
relation with the sound carrier, is a definite advantage of the turntable. The metaphors of the 
organic and the machinic are sometimes used to describe the difference.

For me personally a turntable, with vinyl, has something a CD-player will never 
have. And that’s, how will I say it... If I work a turntable as a DJ or turntablist, 
then I perceive it almost as a kind of organic thing. Because it really moves. 
I have my hand on top of something that moves. I manipulate it. And with a 
CD-player I push a few buttons. And I move my hand across a static slice of 
rubber. For me that CD-player feels like something dead, whereas a turntable 
for me signifies something living. [TLM]

Finally, for some conservationist DJs, playing from a gramophone record is also pref-
erable because it shows that effort has gone into the acquisition of the music.

But simply the fact that you have a single, yeah, that does make clear that you 
just... you’ve made an effort, otherwise you couldn’t have found a single of 
something you like. [Bgl]

In sum, there is a particular charm to records and gramophone technology, which is 
recognized by most DJs, conservationist and contemporist alike. Only the conservationists, 
however, make this engagement with gramophone technology central to what they do. What, 
then, is particular about the role they carve out for themselves in this way? What characterizes 
the conservationist DJ? This is the topic of the next section.

Archeologists and reference persons

In the previous section, I explained that several DJs use the metaphor of archeology 
for the way they acquire their old records. I want to pursue this metaphor, because I think it 
is an apt one in many regards. For example, there is an element of ‘digging’ involved in record 
aquisition, a search through artifacts from the past that happens in the absence of any pre-
knowledge of what there is to be found. This point is stressed by DJ Blue Flamingo, who plays 
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78 R.P.M. records and compares the acquisition of these with digging one layer deeper in the 
soil than the vinyl DJs do.

I once said in an article that I used to want to become an archeologist and that’s 
true. I still love history. And then it’s simply inevitable that you just dig very 
deep. (…) And if you collect 78 RPM records that brings you just that one layer 
deeper in time. Yes, and if for example you start collecting piano rolls then it 
really gets... That’s almost detective work, that is. But this is going in that direc-
tion, too. [BF]
 

The archeology metaphor is apt also in relation to what is ‘dug up’ in this process, namely a 
material artifact, and a remnant from another time.

You almost have... can you say that... an archeological thing in your hand, if you 
will. It’s tangible. [CR]
 

As a remnant of the past, an old record, like an archeological artifact, somehow seems to bring 
a bit of the past into the present.

The carrier of the music also contains an important part of the feeling. (…) And 
to have something in your hands from nineteen, what is it, ninteen sixtythree... 
Well yeah, that was really made eleven years before I was born. And the music 
probably one or two years earlier still. And to have that in your hands and... as a 
physical carrier... and the song, which you recognize. (…) It’s a musical picture 
of a feeling from back then, or what people were up to at that moment. [BA]

This type of engagement can again be conceptualized as a potentially trans-practical 
role, similar to the reference person and the genealogist identified in the previous two chap-
ters. The conservationist DJ would then be an ‘archeologist’, someone who actively seeks out 
remnants of the past, looking among these for hidden treasures which deserve to be con-
served and disclosed. As in the case of the genealogist, this archeologist must not be confused 
with a Foucaultian scholar. Other examples of archaeologists in this sense can for instance 
be found in folklorist practices. In a more contemporary spirit, users such as Plinianguy and 
Sixties4Ever13 use YouTube to respectively disclose rare progressive rock from the 1970s and 
(occasionally) obscure rock gems from the 1960s.81

In my sample, most of the DJs who play old records would like to stop, or at least to 
slow down, the disappearance of gramophone technology and/or the disappearance of some 
of the music that was issued in this medium. This desire to keep gramophone technology in 
use tends to coincide with a drive to acquaint the audience with older music. Technological 
conservationism, in other words, generally goes hand in hand with musical conservationism. 
And because of this, most of the conservationist DJs I interviewed have what I would call 
educational intentions.

81: “Plinian’s Prog Rock Channel” YouTube http://www.youtube.com/user/plinianguy  Available 06-05-2010; 
“Sixties Forever” YouTube http://www.youtube.com/user/sixties4ever13#p/u Available 06-05-2010.
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Conservationist DJs put themselves at the service of music which is at risk of being 
forgotten. There are small scenes around many types of popular music from the past, such as 
rockabilly, lindy hop, ska, boogaloo, et cetera, and each of these scenes has its own DJs. In the 
sample of DJs I interviewed, northern soul DJ Cornelis Prul is probably most representative 
of such dedication to a particular type of music.

In a sense it’s an addiction. Well, for me the need, that was the same with 
radio... to let people hear records by... why, just listen to this! To make sure that  
certain unknown music doesn’t entirely fade away. Is it a vocation? Oh well. The 
research I do here is a calling, but still, maybe it’s a calling too. [CP]

Most of the conservationist DJs I have interviewed work in a wider range of genres, 
but their dedication to music from the past is similar. Their efforts not only benefit the music 
itself, which would otherwise fade into oblivion; they also benefit an audience that is exposed 
to a very narrow range of music through the mass media, and that is often simply unaware of 
the vast range of existing music.

Cornelis Prul wonders whether his DJ-work is a calling. Three other DJs compare 
themselves to missionaries, albeit hesitantly.

Yes, if we concentrate on the 78 RPM story... as a vinyl DJ I saw myself  
primarily as an entertainer in the final years, as someone who brought  
amusement to people. And with this 78 RPM business I also kind of see myself 
as someone with a mission. That sounds a little creepy maybe, but then, I love 
that old music so much, and I would regret it so much if certain things simply 
go to waste. So now someone who really only looked towards the future during 
the nineties has ten years later become someone who tries to bring things that 
are under threat of being lost back to light. [BF]

To say that the connection between an archeological and an educational impulse is 
a necessary one, however, would be to overstate the case. ‘Vinylogist’ Berry van Diepen, for 
instance, says:

I don’t think what I do is something educational, but it does have a conserva-
tion aspect. A bit like you’re making a museum. (…) You see, from the moment 
I have them, singles don’t deteriorate anymore. Whereas everything which  
circulates, if you will, on flea markets and such, just gets worse. So yes, I do have 
the feeling that I conserve things. [BvD]

Berry belongs to a sub-group of three vinyl-DJs I interviewed who mainly play hit 
songs which are familiar to the audience. They are closest to what is usually referred to as 
retro-DJs: they play old favorites. Like conservationist deejaying, retro-deejaying is about a 
re-discovery of the past. It is not so much about finding hidden gems and disclosing them, 
however, as it is about using well-known old songs for the creation of an atmosphere of 
togetherness based in collective memory.
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[I play] as many old hits as I can (…) Because it’s entertaining for people to 
listen to, because they recognize it and can dance to it. (…) It’s also a strong 
reference to the character of an era. (…) And then people have a, what do you 
call it, collective memory or something. Everyone knows “oh, that’s that song.” 
It’s fun. [BA]

That retro-music also has a strong ‘ah yes’ quality. [Ste]

It must be emphasized that the educational impulse which informs the praxis of  
conservationist DJs is by no means confined to this group. Several contemporist DJs mention 
an element of education, or at least of acquainting people with unfamiliar music, in their 
descriptions of what they do. It may stand to reason that if a DJ has an archeological bent and 
‘excavates’ forgotten music, that an educational impulse to disclose this music to a broader 
audience is likely to follow, but archeology is not a precondition for the educational impulse. 
Naturally, DJs tend to be more interested in music than their average audience member, and 
tend to be more knowledgeable with respect to the music they play. Considered in that light, 
educational intentions in any type of DJ are hardly surprising.

As a DJ, in principle, you are in service of the music. And in service of the  
audience. Both. As a DJ it is your task, obligation, idea to make the music which 
has been created audible to people. To educate is too strong a term in my view, 
but at least to introduce-to. [PS]

No DJ, however, considered himself to be just an educator. Educational intentions have 
to be balanced with other aspects of deejaying if they are to work. There is a kind of skill 
involved in bringing people into contact with music that is unfamiliar to them. There are 
ways to place an unfamiliar or ‘difficult’ song within the sequence of songs so that it will likely 
‘work’, that is, will likely receive a positive response from the audience. Difficult songs can be 
sandwiched between more familiar or ‘easier’ songs, or they may be played when the audience 
has been gradually prepared and the atmosphere is such that the crowd will accept a much 
wider variety of music.

I’m more like... It’s better to wrap people in a warm towel than to slap them in 
the face with a cold towel. And especially if your trying to get people to like 
something, then that simply works a lot better. [Slo]

To me it’s always interesting to introduce people to things they don’t know yet 
and which they might not appreciate at all without your DJ-context, but so that 
within the context you create the penny drops. [JS]

To revisit the terminology of the previous two chapters, then, whilst conservationist  
DJs are often driven by an archeological impulse, conservationist and contemporist DJs alike 
may take on the role of a reference person, that is, the role of someone who is especially 
knowledgeable about a corpus of, in this case, music, and who mediates between an audience 
and this corpus of music not necessarily by giving them what they think they want, but by 
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carefully interpreting their ‘need’ and responding with music which is likely both to pleasure 
and challenge them. I will return to the topic of the DJ as a reference person below. Now, I 
turn to the question I posed earlier: What is it that gives deejaying value as a kind of cultural 
participation if one tries to understand it as deejaying, instead of as a more or less successful 
imitation of composing or instrumental performing?

The role of the selector

In order to determine what is crucial to the cultural practice deejaying in its own right, 
I focus my attention on those matters on which the DJs I interviewed, conservationist and 
contemporist alike, were overwhelmingly univocal. On the question of the artistic status of 
what they did, however, the DJs were strikingly divided. Some DJs enthusiastically embraced 
the idea that deejaying is an art form, whereas others solemnly disavowed having any claim 
to such an elevated position.

The fun part is that you see around you now that the DJ is regarded more as 
an artist. And that’s actually quite correct. DJs who produce and such, that’s... 
really they’re just extending the line that deejaying always was more than just 
playing records. (…) They already did those things in the past only no one saw 
it that way. [Rien]

Well, you’re not acting as an artist. And that’s not what it feels like.
Why not?

The artist is the one who made the record. I’m just the one who makes it public 
for an audience interested in listening to it. And then you’re more subservient 
to the record and the audience than that the record is subservient to you. [PS]

What is somewhat surprising is that the divide between DJs who thought of their 
practice as artistic and those who did not cuts right across the conservationist/contemporist 
categorization. It would not have been surprising if non-mixing DJs would have had substan-
tially more qualms about claiming an artistic status for their sets, but such is not the case. 
For example, Northern Soul DJ Cornelis Prul confidently describes the sequence of music he 
spins during an evening as “a very ephemeral art work.” [CP] I would argue for the interpreta-
tion that these divided opinions on the artistic status of deejaying indicate that the analogy 
with the traditional pop music artist does not capture anything truly central to the cultural 
practice of the DJ. Or, as DJ Michiel Stoter concluded after philosophizing for over half an 
hour on the question what a DJ is exactly:

People don’t worry much about all these terms within the dance scene, do they?
Very little. [MS]

Nonetheless, I believe that a good case can be made for a common essence of all party 
deejaying. There is a subtle craft to guiding the collective mood or the atmosphere of the 
evening by means of song selection. For the great majority of the DJs their command of this 
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craft was central to their opinions of themselves as DJs. Despite their further differences, DJs 
were virtually univocal on how this craft works and they shared an implicit theory which con-
nects many of the heterogeneous elements which make up the cultural practice: the DJ, his or 
her audience, the music, the technology, the collective mood, the goal of the gathering, and 
usually the DJs motivation to DJ, too. 

Let me begin from the fact that several DJs comment that a computer could not do 
what a DJ does.

I come up with many ideas in advance, only in my experience they never get 
executed. (…) Yeah, then this record will fit better at that moment than what 
I’d imagined, so to say. (…) For that reason I also have this tremedous dislike 
of joints where they play with computers. Yeah, there’s a computer switched 
on and it can’t do anything. It’s playing music, but it can’t do anything with the 
feeling. It doesn’t see what kind of people are in the room. [Ste]

What do you think of the chances that deejaying will still exist as a 
practice in 10 – 20 years? 

Oh, it will be around. A computer can make very technically beautiful  
transitions, can make very technically beautiful sets, but what a computer can’t 
do is assess the atmosphere of a room or a party. [PS]

Unlike computers, living DJs can select the next track they will play in relation to the 
mood of the audience. A living DJ can make choices that are appropriate to the situation on 
the dance floor at the moment in question. At present and in the foreseeable future, those of 
a computer system cannot, although some engineers do have this ambition (Cliff 2006). All 
the DJs I have spoken with improvise their sets, and they do so in relation to what they see 
happening in the crowd and on the dance floor.

No, but improvising is, err... You have to know what you’ve got with you (…) 
You always have to decide right there and then: now the room is ready for this. 
And not crank out your routine. [CP]

I’ve seen DJs now and again who so to say had written out a complete set at 
home. But that’s simply not the way it works. It’s something you have to sense. 
[JS]

This is also the most important sense in which a DJ is a live performer. A computer 
system could have access to a briljant collection of obscure, quality music, and recent tech-
nological developments have also made it possible for computers to mix songs together. But 
only a living DJ can look around the venue and decide what is the right next song or track 
for this situation. Or, as DJ Slowpoke puts it:“For me it’s a very atmosphere-oriented kind of 
thing. Very here and now.” [Slo] But a DJ does not merely adjust music to the atmosphere of 
the moment. He can steer the collective mood in a particular direction. And this ability is key 
in getting a great party going.
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… Because there’s DJ software which determines the beat for you and 
synchronizes the songs and such.

True. And yet even with that software you could tell a good from a bad DJ. 
Because, even if the software did the mixing for you, you’d still have to be the 
one who makes sure that the choice of records is the correct one to bring the 
party in a certain line of intensification for instance from, say, a somewhat 
hyped level to a climax. And the program won’t do that for you. [TLM]
 

The DJ coaxes the moods of the people in the audience in a common direction. Usually, this 
will be the direction of higher energy and disinhibited dancing, sometimes even ecstasy.

When it comes to creating a festive atmosphere, the DJ has a marked advantage over 
traditional musicians as well.

What you can do as a DJ is in a broad sense conjure up all those worlds of music 
for people, if you will. Whereas as an artist, as a musician you could simply 
never do that. Because you could never have a band or anything (…) which 
could be so incredibly diverse. That whole rainbow, that’s something you could 
never make as a band. [Rien]

Unlike a DJ, a band has a relatively limited palet of moods, and energy levels to choose 
from. When it comes to the capacity to create an intense atmosphere, then, the DJ is rather 
uniquely suited for the job.

How should this ‘music selection-mood direction’ aspect of deejaying be conceptua-
lized? All the terms we commonly apply to the field of popular music (artist, musician, pro-
ducer, et cetera) fail to convey that this is a common way for music to be put to use. It is 
something that does not really have a name. In reggae music, however, there is a word which 
fits the phenomenon admirably, as two of the DJs point out.

In Jamaica you had selectors. That’s a nice one too, of course. I have that on my 
site: record selector. [CR]

I see more of an analogy with the reggae DJ. There you’ll often have sound 
systems where several DJs spin at a time, so that there’s the MC, the one who 
speaks over the records. Then there’s the real DJ, that’s the one with the skills, 
who makes the transition from one record to the next. But what’s in the end 
most important, I think, at least for the parties where I play, is the selector, 
the one who chooses the records and during the evening lays them out in the 
right order. And then, of course, the technical skills are part of it too, because 
if you make bad mixes all the time, that detracts from the evening, but it’s not  
essential. It’s not an essential condition. And to me, the selector is. [Tom]

Some of the DJs I have spoken to have a vast collection of records, a prodigious  
knowledge of music, excellent mixing skills, or talent for producing. Virtually all of them 
seem to be in broad agreement, however, that what is crucial to being a good DJ is one’s 
capacity to create a good atmosphere and to build a party that is indeed a party. What is more, 
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there is a broad consensus on how this is done. Let me call this the craft of the selector, or 
the selector-aspect of deejaying. In the next section, I will take a closer look at how it works.

The energetics of partying

Not all DJs consider building up to a great climax the most essential to their  
performance. After all, not all occasions are suited for such a countdown to ecstacy, and 
neither are all venues. And a DJ can steer the common mood in all different kinds of  
directions, not just that of a wild party atmosphere. For most DJs, however, a high energy 
vibe with much dancing is their goal of choice. They consider the most basic part of their job 
description to be filling the floor.

For me it’s more about being able to create a certain feeling, or something, in 
a club. Just so people feel comfortable in it. And then the time at which you’re 
playing is very decisive, of course. Yeah, like I said, if you’re playing the first two 
hours of the evening, then I like to just bring warmth, so that people come in 
in a nice way, nice and relaxed, nicely getting into the evening a bit. And then 
after, we’re going to hit it hard. [Jar]

In a couple of bars here in Zwolle, where I play sometimes too, you just know 
people don’t dance there, they’re simply more restaurant/bar-type affairs. (…) 
But if you see people nodding along to the music with their heads you know: 
for here that’s enough. But like last night, in those cases my evening is not  
complete before we bring down the house. [Ste]

What is striking throughout the interviews is the recurrence of describing both this 
situation and the way that leads up to it in terms of energy. The most common way in which 
the craft of the selector is described is in terms of an energetics, a theory about flows of energy. 
During a good party, the energy gradually increases, both in the music and on the dance floor. 
DJ Tommi casually likens the sequence of the songs he plays, along with the reactions they 
evoke in the audience, to an “energy-chain”.

The term “energy” makes it easier to talk about what actually happens, because it  
provides a common ground between aspects of the music played and the mood of the  
audience. The music itself contains an energy which is often enough to get the DJ enthusiastic.

If I hear the music I’m playing, that’s the music I like myself, that already 
gives me energy. So for that reason alone I won’t be able to stand behind those  
turntables like I’m not interested. [TLM]

But for the creation of a collective euforic atmosphere a dialogue is necessary. The DJ 
senses the energy in the crowd, and selects a track or a song which more or less matches the 
energy in question while developing it in the right direction. The crowd responds to this next 
track in a particular way, which can range from enthusiasm to rejection. In relation to this 
response, the DJ assesses what is needed now in terms of energy-level and musical style, and 
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picks the next track. In this way, what happens during an evening is emergent. The DJ is not 
simply the deciding factor as to what music will be played. Rather, DJ, music, and audience 
interact, and it is this interaction that shapes the course of the party.

Okay, well in any case you have, if those people are responsive to you then you 
feel... yeah, this sounds very silly but maybe you’ll hear it more often, then 
you feel an energy moving through that room. Its action and reaction. I play 
a record, people respond, it goes back to me, that gives me a new feeling, and 
that determines which record I will play next. And that also determines the  
structure, err, the sequence in a set. If I notice that I peak too much and that 
people are getting tired, that comes back to me because I get less energy back. 
So then you know you need to give less energy away. That you have to take it 
down a notch and then make the next wave again, but all that’s pure feeling. 
[BF]

No, I can say it even better: what’s important, and if all goes well that’ll happen, 
is that you get a lot of energy back from your audience. So much in fact that 
it makes you totally hyper all over again yourself. You know, if you have that 
exchange, it gives you such a great feeling. I give you something and you give 
something back to me, which makes me want to give you more and you guys 
just give me more in return. I’ve had gigs where I was jumping up and down 
just as hard as the crowd on the floor, simply because the energy you get back 
gives you such enthusiasm yourself. And yeah, that’s just wonderful, you know, 
that’s really wonderful! [TLM]

Whether it is described in terms of euforia or ecstacy or whether one prefers to merely 
notice that everyone dances and people enjoy themselves, when a party truly succeeds, this is 
generally seen as the result of a release of energy. People, in other words, are not over-excited 
or over-stimulated. On the contrary, they are letting go, and are perhaps acting ‘more like 
themselves’ than they can during most of everyday life. For many of the people I interviewed, 
the objective of creating such a situation is closely related to their motivation to work as a DJ. 
A good party is considered a great event to witness, and a wonderful thing to contribute to. 
For this reason, I used two citations that concern the beauty of seeing people acting disinhib-
itedly as the primer for this chapter. Many more could be added. At the party that is a party, 
for many DJs, there is a sense that ‘something (real) is happening’.

Disinhibition seems to be the hallmark characteristic of a good party atmosphere. In 
the descriptions of several DJs, the phenomenon also acquires a dimension of togetherness 
or community. Euforia here appears as something that breaks down the boundaries between 
people. For a few DJs, it is a downright spiritual phenomenon.

Yeah, the communal feeling, ‘all of us’, you know! As I said... I’ll just  
mention it, in church, you know, it used to be everyone went to church for that  
communal feeling, and now that’s a bit, yeah, some twenty years that’s been in 
steady decline. But people still search for something that they can do together. 
[HE]
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Yeah, if you take it really far, what you’re doing is you’re passing along a  
message of love. Peace! That’s pretty much the essence of it.

Yeah? If you play the right records there will be world peace?
Yeah! This is taking twentysix steps at a time, but basically that is... bringing 
people together... that you experienced it together... [AF]

Historian William McNeill describes this process as ‘muscular bonding’ and traces it 
through history, emphasizing its common connection with religion. He writes that “keeping 
in time arouses warm emotions of collective solidarity, and erases personal frustrations as 
words, by themselves, cannot do” (MacNeill 1995: 152).

However exalted the accounts of the DJs above may sound (and indeed, some of the 
other DJs may prefer a more restrained choice of terminology), the way such a euforic state 
is produced is perfectly down-to-earth. It is an effect which is not even particularly hard to 
produce. It merely requires a number of elements interacting in a particular way. A detailed 
explanation of the logic in question is provided by DJ Beatific, and deserves to be cited at 
some length.

The audience has a certain query. Very often they won’t know it themselves. 
But you’ll, during the first three or four records you’ll usually find that out. 
You throw your first record on there and you simply watch what the response 
is like. And so in every club you’ll notice who’s dominant. Who in the audience 
is decisive for how others respond. Because the joke of it is, people are really 
sheep, aren’t they? I mean to say, they respond more to each other than they do 
to the music. So if one person starts jumping up and down like crazy and four 
others join in, then the rest feels their energy, and they’ll feed on that. And that 
stimulates them to go crazy as well and pull other people along. So it’s always 
really important to know who’s relevant in the audience, who you’ve got to have 
on your side. Who can make it so that if they leave, that the rest thinks, ooh, 
it’s not that much fun anyway? And you’ll usually find that out during the first 
few tracks. So really the chemistry that I’m talking about is that I’m creatively 
interweaving tracks by others and by myself, and meanwhile that I have to do 
this in such a way that this chemistry between those tracks and the response of 
the audience, that this works together well to, yeah, to make a unified whole. 
And yeah, there is a certain art to that. [Btf]

The DJ, then, might be described as a rather special kind of reference person, who does 
not only mediate between an audience and a corpus of songs, carefully reading the implicit 
‘question’ of the audience, but who also creates a kind of feedback loop which amplifies cer-
tain aspects of the current mood so as to allow the collective mood to develop in a particular 
direction.

There is a subtle kind of skill involved in doing this well, which the DJs found hard to 
put into words. A good ‘antenna’ for the ‘energy’ of the audience is, in any case, indispensable.

That’s also of course an element of feeling is in there. Do I have the feeling 
that people are going along with what I want and do they keep dancing? Is 
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the dancefloor crowded? (…) Do certain records get cheers? It’s many little 
things. Or simply a smile on a face. Are people enjoying themselves? I mean, 
whether people who are talking together are also dancing. Or are they really 
dancing very silently without conversation? That’s completely a different thing 
of course. You can be dancing and chatting away, but then apparently the music 
still comes across very differently than if people are completely cought up in 
the music. [HE]

But look, I could be there in that audience dancing. Because that’s what I do 
at other people’s parties. Or if that other DJ is playing. There’s a lot of overlap 
there. You also think, you feed it back to yourself again, ‘what would I like to 
hear right now?’ [CR]

Nearly all the contemporist DJs agree that a party should have an easy-going start, 
which puts the arriving audience into a happy mood before the actual dancing starts. It is 
something that beginning DJs sometimes do not understand.

People are coming in. So I always depart from how I would like to enter a club 
or a party myself. Well, I don’t feel like having really loud techno on my ears 
if I’m walking in somewhere at twelve o’clock. At that point I just want to be 
lifted nicely into the evening by the one whose deejaying, so that I can get in 
the mood. [Jar]

And that’s something you often find with people who don’t DJ a lot or who are 
just starting out, that they... Say at eleven the doors open and by ten past eleven 
there’s a load of pounding music coming from that room, even though there’s 
no one there but bar staff. Yeah, that’s something you really have to learn, I 
think. That you start out calmly and don’t, err, yes, that you also give people 
some time to get in the mood and such. [KG]

The true subtlety of the craft of the selector, however, shows itself when the DJ has a 
vibe going. The audience may be dancing enthusiastically, and be clearly enjoying themselves, 
thus inviting the DJ to play them more in the same vein, or to intensify the atmosphere of 
the moment. However, at a certain point they will tire of the particular style of music that is  
being played, or their enthusiasm will be eclipsed by fatigue. It is up to the DJ to keep the  
audience from ‘turning’ by anticipating the climax point of the present vibe and inserting a 
radical break before it happens. A good selector, in other words, is not only immersed in the 
present vibe, but also tries to predict the future and to respond to it before it happens.

No, you have to be able to break... To cut off before you come, if you will.
A musical coitus interruptus.

Yeah, that’s really, I find that difficult. Because you yourself are also caught up in 
that flow of ‘are we going to push this further still?’ And then you have to dare 
to have the guts and say ‘and now...’ [AF]
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In using his skills in this way, the selector is crucial to the generation of feelings of 
euphoria and community, which are highly valued by many people, and which would be very 
difficult to obtain otherwise. It is an aspect of deejaying which hardly attracts attention and 
for which the DJ does not get much explicit credit. However, it turns out to be central to the 
value of deejaying when this cultural practice is judged on its own terms.

Conclusion

In this chapter, as in the two previous ones, I have tried to argue that the details of 
a cultural practice matter if one tries to answer the question who receives credit for what. 
Both in the cases of the mix tape and of ccMixter, I showed that the practice under inves-
tigation had its own style of credit-giving, its own way of acknowledging and sometimes 
rewarding the contributions of key participants. These styles of credit-giving could not be 
reduced to any general theory of appropriate credit which could claim to be valid for pop 
music culture in general. Furthermore, these styles of credit-giving were shown to keep the 
enthusiasm of participants alive, and thus to be crucial to the persistence of the practices in 
question. Furthermore, in both these cases I showed that the influence of the commercial 
theory of appropriate credit was perceivable in the form of an over-emphasis on the role of the  
creator, which obscured other ways of contributing and kept their value from being explicitly 
acknowledged.

In this chapter, I have placed much emphasis on the latter of these themes. I have 
discussed how the role of the selector, which is specific to deejaying, is obscured by a general 
emphasis on the role of the creator, which is tacitly understood as a valid concept to measure 
all of pop music culture by. In academic cultural theory, studies on turntablists outnumber 
those on mix DJs, while work on retro DJs and on playing songs back to back is simply absent. 
The way DJs are hired and classified as tax payers are implicitly modeled on the paradigm 
of performing and composing pop artists. The rise of the DJ-producer has furthermore  
coincided with the rise of superstar DJs, who are rewarded precisely as the commercial theory 
of appropriate credit prescribes: with money to facilitate them in pursuing their musical goals 
professionally and with admiration for the valuable experiences they create for us. The upshot 
of this foregrounding of the role of the creator is a status hierarchy, which determines the 
relative value of various deejaying practices in relation to music creation. It keeps the merits 
of conservationist and other traditional DJs from being acknowledged, just as it denies the 
joyous experiences that contemporist DJs and DJ-producers generate in their capacity as per-
forming DJ.

The most important thing that the general emphasis on the role of the creator obscures 
is the role of the selector, who is indispensible to the creation of a good, or perhaps even 
a euphoric party atmosphere. However, this is not the only thing that the influence of the  
commercial theory of appropriate credit hides from view. Just as in the previous two chapters, 
I have identified certain trans-practical roles, which play a part in the cultural practice of 
deejaying. The role of the reference person made two reappearances. I have described the 
selector as a special kind of reference person, but I have also shown how DJs can be refer-
ence persons in an ‘educational’ sense. Furthermore, I have given attention to the role of the 
archeologist. The activities of DJs as archeologists and educational reference persons, receive 
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as little attention as their activities as selectors, and for the same reason: these are not acts of 
creation. But this does not mean they are without value.

Like other cultural practices, deejaying has its own style of credit-giving. The DJ  
performs a specialist role, and is thus acknowledged as having a special status at the party. He 
is put on an elevated stage, he gets paid, and when he does well he probably receives positive 
reactions from audience members. Furthermore, if a party ends in the atmosphere of shared 
euphoria described above, the audience will seem to grow into a unity or a tribe of sorts, and 
the DJ temporarily appears to transform into a high priest. Such acknowledgement is neces-
sary to keep the cultural practice of deejaying alive. If DJs were locked away in an isolated 
booth and received no payment, arguably the interest in becoming a DJ would dwindle. This 
is not necessarily to say that DJs are ‘in it for’ fame or money. It is rather to maintain that any 
situation where one repeatedly makes an effort from which others benefit without acknow-
ledgement will tend to drain one’s motivation.

What the chapter above shows with clarity, however, is the persistent power which 
the commercial theory of appropriate credit holds over our uninvestigated assumptions 
about popular music culture. It might even be safe to say that this power of a notion of pop 
music culture ‘in general’ can put pressure on the styles of credit-giving of particular cultural  
practices, forcing DJs either to make do with less financial rewards and lower status than their 
collegues, or to become more like traditional pop music artists.




